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Abstract One year’s worth of plasma observations from geosynchronous orbit is examined for ion
distributions that may simultaneously be subject to the ion Bernstein (IB) instability (generating fast
magnetosonic waves) and the Alfvén cyclotron (AC) instability (generating electromagnetic ion cyclotron
waves). Confirming past analyses, distributions with robust ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0 near v|| = 0, which we denote as
“ring/shell” distributions, are commonly found primarily on the dayside of the magnetosphere. A new
approach to high-fidelity representation of the observed ring/shell distribution functions in a form readily
suited to both analytical moment calculation and linear dispersion analysis is presented, which allows
statistical analysis of the ring/shell properties. The ring/shell temperature anisotropy is found to have a clear
upper limit that depends on the parallel beta of the ring/shell (β||r) in a manner that is diagnostic of the
operation of the AC instability. This upper limit is only reached in the postnoon events, which are primarily
produced by the energy- and pitch angle-dependent magnetic drifts of substorm-injected ions. Further, it is
primarily the leading edge of such injections, where the distribution is strongly ring-like, that the AC
instability appears to be operating. By contrast, the ratio of the ring energy to the Alfvén energy remains well
within the range of 0.25–4.0 suitable for IB instability throughout essentially all of the events, except those
that occur in denser cold plasma of the outer plasmasphere.

Plain Language Summary One year’s worth of plasma observations from geosynchronous orbit is
examined for ion distributions that may simultaneously be subject to the ion Bernstein (IB) instability
(generating fast magnetosonic waves) and the Alfvén cyclotron (AC) instability (generating electromagnetic
ion cyclotron waves). Confirming past analyses, ring/shell distributions are commonly found primarily on the
dayside of the magnetosphere. A new approach to high-fidelity representation of the observed ring/shell
distribution functions allows statistical analysis of the ring/shell properties. Clear evidence is found for
the operation of the AC instability, but only in the afternoon events, which are primarily produced by the
energy- and pitch angle-dependent magnetic drifts of substorm-injected ions. Further, it is primarily at the
leading edge of such injections, where the distribution is strongly ring-like, that the AC instability appears
to be operating. By contrast, the IB instability seems to be driven throughout essentially all of the events,
except those that occur in denser cold plasma of the outer plasmasphere. These results suggest that fast
magnetosonic waves should typically dominate over electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves during most
substorm injections.

1. Introduction

Among the many different types of waves observed within the Earth’s magnetosphere, there is a class of
fluctuations commonly observed near the magnetic equator, with frequency between the proton cyclo-
tron frequency and the lower hybrid resonance frequency, known as fast magnetosonic waves (e.g.,
Gurnett, 1976; Kasahara et al., 1994; Laakso et al., 1990; Ma et al., 2013; Russell et al., 1970). Also known
as ion Bernstein waves (Gary et al., 2010), they are now understood to be driven by proton velocity
distributions with ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0 near v|| = 0, i.e., with a ring or shell-like shape (e.g., Chen et al.,
2010, 2011; Gary et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2014; McClements et al., 1994; Perraut et al., 1982). Further,
analysis shows that there is very little wave growth if the value of v⊥ at which the slope of the phase
space density is positive does not lie within a factor of ~2 of the local Alfvén speed, vA (Chen et al.,
2010). Fast magnetosonic waves have received particular attention in recent years because they may con-
tribute to the acceleration of radiation-belt electrons (e.g., Horne et al., 2007; Horne & Thorne, 1998; Horne
et al., 2000).
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Ring or shell-like velocity distributions that may drive the ion Bernstein
instability form from the energy-dependent drifts and losses experi-
enced by plasma sheet/ring current ions as theymove through the inner
magnetosphere (e.g., Chen et al., 2010, 2011). As noted by previous
authors, there are two plausible mechanisms for forming such velocity
distributions: The first arises from discrete nightside injections of plasma
sheet ions during substorms; because the ions with higher energies
have larger gradient- and curvature-drift speeds, higher-energy particles
outrun their lower energy counterparts as they drift around the inner
magnetosphere, leading to an energy-dispersed enhancement in the
dusk/afternoon sector. The second mechanism likewise involves
energy-dependent drifts, which cause newly arriving plasma sheet ions
to take energy-dependent paths through the inner magnetosphere; for
a certain energy range, the drift trajectories penetrate deep into the
inner magnetosphere, forming so-called “nose structures” in the ion dis-
tribution (e.g., see recent work by Ferradas et al., 2016, and references
therein). Moreover, ions passing near the Earth encounter a region
where the neutral exospheric density is higher, and thus, the losses
to charge exchange are greatly enhanced. Particles emerging on such
drift paths onto the dayside show significantly depleted fluxes com-
pared to particles at other energies that have more successfully skirted
the charge-exchange region. The resulting “deep ion minimum” is
commonly observed in the dayside ion distribution function and
features a clear positive gradient in phase space density above the
minimum (e.g., Buzulukova et al., 2002; Kistler et al., 1989; Kovrazhkin
et al., 1999).

These two ring/shell formation mechanisms tend to be manifested in
different local time sectors: Energy-dispersed ion injections are typi-

cally seen in the afternoon/evening range of local time since ions injected in the midnight region drift gen-
erally westward and sunward in the combined magnetospheric electric and magnetic field. By contrast, the
deep ion minimum appears in the prenoon sector (e.g., Kistler et al., 1989), where drift orbits that have
passed through the dense near-Earth exosphere emerge onto the dayside. Near local noon evidence for
both mechanisms can be found. Figure 1 shows an example of how both of these mechanisms are man-
ifested at geosynchronous orbit. The figure shows ion and electron energy fluxes from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer (LANL MPA) instrument on geosynchronous space-
craft LANL-02A (see section 2 for details of the MPA data set) plotted as a function of energy and time
for the day 8 January 2003. The hot population of ions above ~1 keV in Figure 1a is the ion plasma sheet
as it appears at geosynchronous orbit (L = 6.6). The energy-dispersed ion feature beginning above 30 keV
at ~09 UT (13.6 LT) is the typical signature of substorm-injected ions in the afternoon sector. This event fol-
lowed an isolated substorm that occurred at ~0810 UT (based on AE(12) provisional values provided by
World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto AE index service). The dispersed ion injection was accompa-
nied by a very weak, dispersed electron injection beginning at ~10 UT (Figure 1b). The difference in arrival
time is because the ions travel westward from the nightside injection region, whereas the electrons drift
eastward around the dawnside of the Earth. A second such ion injection (or more probably a drift echo
of the first one) began at ~12 UT. Finally, a dispersionless and simultaneous ion and electron injection
was observed just before 1800 UT (22.6 LT) near the substorm injection location, confirmed by a fairly weak
AE increase of <100 nT.

At the beginning of the day and persisting for at least 12 h, the ion spectrogram also exhibits a dark lane of
low energy flux starting around 4–5 keV and progressively declining with local time. This dark lane, seen pri-
marily in the prenoon sector, identifies ion drift orbits that have suffered substantial losses through charge
exchange during the passage from the nightside to the dayside of the magnetosphere. From Figure 1 it is
clear how both of these mechanisms could give rise to ring/shell distributions with positive slopes in the
phase space density in the few-keV energy range.

Figure 1. Color-coded ion and electron energy flux (proportional to count
rate) observed by the MPA instrument on geosynchronous satellite
LANL-02a on 8 January 2003. (top) Two features with ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0 near
v|| = 0. The first corresponds to the ion population above the dark lane that
progressively descends from ~5 keV at 0 UT to ~3 keV by ~10 UT, which is
probably attributable to enhanced losses of ions drifting from the nightside
close to the dense near-Earth exosphere and then out onto the dayside.
The second is the energy-dispersed enhancement that begins above 30 keV
at ~09 UT and drops to a few keV by 14 UT. The latter population arises
from the energy-dependent drift of ions injected on the nightside during a
substorm at ~0810 UT. The vertical dashed white and black lines mark
local noon and midnight, respectively.
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At geosynchronous orbit, which will be the focus of the present study, positive slopes in the phase space den-
sity (∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0) are relatively common. For a 4 day interval examined by Chen et al. (2011), ~25% of the
distributions showed positive slopes, and they appeared to be associated with substorm injections on the
nightside. The occurrence of positive slopes depends on local time and on magnetospheric activity, as
indicated by the Kp index (Thomsen et al., 2011). The occurrence maximizes in the prenoon to postdusk
local times and at lower values of Kp. Van Allen Probe observations also show that there are more nose
events during quieter magnetospheric conditions than at more active times (Ferradas et al., 2016). At
low Kp, ~20–30% of geosynchronous ion distributions between noon and 18 LT have a logarithmic slope
(fp

�1·∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥) greater than +0.3 at 8 keV (Thomsen et al., 2011). At progressively higher energies, the
local time extent of positive slopes moves progressively toward earlier LT.

Recently, Min and Liu (2016) and Min et al. (2016) have pointed out that in addition to the ion Bernstein
instability, ring-type ion distributions can also give rise to the Alfvén cyclotron (AC) instability if they are suffi-
ciently anisotropic (T⊥/T|| > 0). The resulting electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves have different non-
linear consequences from the fast magnetosonic waves produced by the ion Bernstein instability,
corresponding to the nature of the free energy that drives them: Fast magnetosonic waves primarily produce
energy diffusion in the perpendicular direction near the region of positive slope, whereas EMIC waves pro-
duce diffusion in pitch angle, reducing the anisotropy but resulting in little energy diffusion (Min & Liu,
2016). Particle-in-cell simulations of ring distributions show that EMIC waves can dominate the saturation
wave power even if the initial ion Bernstein growth rate exceeds the Alfvén cyclotron growth rate. What
determines the ultimate development of the two instabilities is the degree of anisotropy of the distribution,
i.e., whether it is very ring-like (T⊥r>> T||r) or more shell-like (T⊥r~T||r). For the distributions they examined, Min
et al. (2016) found that the AC instability dominated the wave power if the temperature anisotropy T⊥r/T||r is
greater than about 3. Based on the fact that EMIC andmagnetosonic waves have not generally been reported
together, Min et al. (2016) concluded that the ring distributions associated with fast magnetosonic waves in
the magnetosphere are probably more shell-like, i.e., with temperature anisotropies generally less than 3.

In this work, we return to the geosynchronous ion distributions studied by Chen et al. (2011) and Thomsen
et al. (2011) to examine the ring versus shell nature of distributions found to have positive slopes in the per-
pendicular velocity direction and to look for evidence that such distributions might also be subject to the AC
instability. In particular, we find evidence that the temperature anisotropies of the ring/shell ion distributions
have a clear upper limit that is apparently related to the parallel beta of the ring, β||r = 8πnrT||r/B

2, where nr is
the density of the ring distribution, T||r is its temperature in the direction parallel to themagnetic field, and B is
the magnitude of the magnetic field. Such an anisotropy bound, linked to the parallel beta of the distribution,
has been identified as the signature of the AC instability (e.g., Gary et al., 1994, 1997).

We first describe a technique by which observed suprathermal ion distributions may be characterized as a
sum of discrete ring beam distributions as described by Min & Liu (2015). Such ring beam distributions are
amenable to analytical moment calculation (density and temperature, see Appendix A), as well as to the lin-
ear dispersion solver developed by Min and Liu (2015). Using the calculated ring densities and temperature
components, we explore the statistical dependence of various relevant parameters on geomagnetic activity
and local time. We further perform a superposed epoch analysis for a set of such events that exhibit a persis-
tent presence for up to several hours. Finally, we present a case study of one such persistent event.

2. Data Selection

Data used in this study are the same as employed in our earlier paper (Thomsen et al., 2011): ion measure-
ments from the Los Alamos Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer (MPA) flown on a series of geosynchronous
satellites (Bame et al., 1993). MPA is an electrostatic analyzer that covers the energy/charge range of
~1 eV/e to ~45 keV/e in 40 logarithmically spaced energy channels. With six channel electron multipliers
providing polar angular resolution ~23° and 24 energy sweeps per 10 s spacecraft spin, the instrument pro-
vides a full 3-D velocity space measurement of ions or electrons every spin. Telemetry constraints only allow
one 3-D distribution for each species to be transmitted every 86 s, so this is the basic time resolution of the
measurements. The Los Alamos satellites do not carry magnetometers, but we are able to determine the
magnetic field direction by identifying the symmetry axis of the three-dimensional particle distributions
(Thomsen et al., 1999).
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As described in our earlier paper (Thomsen et al., 2011), MPA ion data are sorted into 40 × 19 energy/pitch
angle bins based on the orientation of the magnetic field determined from the anisotropy of the ion distribu-
tion itself. This field direction is derived by diagonalization of the three-dimensional hot-proton (hp) tempera-
ture matrix for measurements above ~100 eV/e. The derived direction and the corresponding parallel and
perpendicular temperatures, Thp|| and Thp⊥, are reported in the standard MPA production moments. Since
determination of the field direction depends on a significant anisotropy to this distribution, for this study
we only use data for which the derived anisotropy Thp⊥/Thp|| exceeds 1.1.

Following the same procedure used in Thomsen et al. (2011), we identify distributions with positive slopes
∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ near v|| = 0. As in our earlier work, we focus on energies above 1 keV, and we use the logarithmic
derivative of the distribution, defined as the spectral slope from one energy channel to the next:

S Eið Þ ≡ log f Ei; α ¼ 90°ð Þ=f Ei�1; α ¼ 90°ð Þ½ �
log Ei=Ei�1½ � (1)

where Ei and α = 90° correspond to the ith energy channel and the tenth pitch angle bin. We impose the same
requirements as previously regarding the number of counts in the two adjacent energy bins, and we employ
a 5-point triangular smoothing in time to help remove statistical noise. Finally, in order to focus on very
robust identifications, we use a more stringent requirement on the magnitude of S(Ei) than used previously:
Where the earlier analysis required S(Ei) > 0.3, we now set the threshold at S(Ei) > 0.7.

To obtain very high statistics, the earlier study employed nearly the entire multisatellite MPA data set, result-
ing in ~60 satellite years of data. For the present study, we use only one satellite year of data (spacecraft
LANL-02A, for the year 2003), providing greater than 3.3 × 105 pitch angle distributions to examine, more
than adequate to establish the properties we are interested in here.

3. Characterization of Distributions

To explore the properties of the ion Bernstein instability, previous authors have numerically integrated
the full measured distribution, which allows examination of only a very limited number of samples
(e.g., Chen et al., 2010, 2011; Ma et al., 2014) or have characterized ring beams as loss cone distributions
(e.g., Horne et al., 2000) or subtracted Maxwellians (e.g., Denton et al., 2010; Gary et al., 2010; Liu et al.,
2011; Xiao et al., 2013). In our experience, however, the actual observed ion distributions that satisfy the
above ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0 condition are not well described by simple sums of bi-Maxwellians or subtracted
Maxwellians. We have found it particularly difficult to accurately represent the pitch angle dependence
of the distributions, especially for more shell-like shapes (see also discussion by Min & Liu, 2015).

We have therefore sought robust ways to characterize the observed MPA ring/shell distributions with high
fidelity to the data but still with a form suitable for linear dispersion solver codes. With an eye to exploiting
large satellite databases (e.g., MPA or data available from the Van Allen Probes mission), we have also sought
a characterization that is not dependent on careful by-hand adjustments of the parameters.

The new approach we propose is motivated by the development of a dispersion solver that is based on ring
beam velocity distributions (Min & Liu, 2015; Umeda et al., 2012), rather than the more conventional multiple
bi-Maxwellian distributions. The dispersion solver of Min and Liu treats particle distributions as a sum of mul-
tiple individual ring beam distributions of the form (Umeda et al., 2012)

f j v⊥; v∥ð Þ ¼ nj
π3=2θ∥jθ2⊥j Cj

e� v∥�vdjð Þ2=θ2∥j e� v⊥�vrjð Þ2=θ2⊥j (2)

where j denotes the individual ring beam, vdj is the parallel drift speed of the jth beam, vrj is the radius of the
velocity space ring, θ||j and θ⊥j characterize the thermal spread of the ring in the directions parallel and per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, and Cj is a constant of the form

Cj ¼ e�v2rj=θ
2
⊥j þ ffiffiffi

π
p vrj

θ⊥j

� �
1þ erf

vrj
θ⊥j

� �� �
(3)
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For application to the observed ion distribution, we treat each measurement point (Ei,αk) as a separate ring
beam with density determined by the observed phase space density at that measurement point. The parallel
drift speed and ring speed of each of these ring beams would be

vdj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ei
mp

s
cos αk (4a)

vrj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ei
mp

s
sin αk (4b)

where we assume that all ions are protons, with mass mp.

In order to convert from a collection of discrete ring beams to a reasonably smooth distribution, we impose a
finite ring thermal speed that is a fraction η of the velocity spacing between adjacent measurement points
(see also Min & Liu, 2015). Specifically, we take

θ∥ i; kð Þ ¼ θ⊥ i; kð Þ ¼ ηΔvrms Ei; αkð Þ
¼ η

2
sqrt vik � viþ1;k

� �2 þ vik � vi�1;k
� �2 þ vik � vi;kþ1

� �2 þ vik � vi;k�1
� �2h i (5)

where vik is the vector velocity associated with the measurement point (Ei,αk). Empirically, we find that for
values of η less than about 0.25, the synthetic distribution produced by summing all the “observed” ring
beams is granular, with significant gaps between the measurement points; on the other hand, if η is greater
than about 0.5, the distribution is much smoother, but the overlap of adjacent ring beams produces an
overestimate of the measured phase space density. As a reasonable compromise between smoothness
and fidelity to the individual measurement points, we adopt a value of η = 0.45. We find that this choice of
η has little effect on the temperatures derived for the ring/shell distributions we discuss below (see
Appendix A), but it can result in slight (~few tens of percent) overestimate in the total ring/shell density.

The MPA observations consist of 40 energy channels (i) by 19 pitch angle channels (k), yielding 760 individual
ring beams if the full observed distribution is used. To make the problem more tractable, we focus on the
ring/shell itself by identifying all the measurement points that “belong to” each ring/shell according to the
following procedure:

1. Identify the lowest energy Eb = Eiwhere S(Ei) in the perpendicular direction exceeds the threshold value of
0.7 (cf., equation (1)).

2. Take the value of f(Eb + 1) at the energy level just below Eb to be the “floor” value, fmin (for MPA the energy
channel numbers increase with decreasing energy).

3. Starting at energy level i = b + 1, step up in energy at α = 90°, identifying all contiguous values of i where
f(Ei) > fmin.

4. At each value of i for which f(Ei,α = 90°) > fmin, search up and down in pitch angle, identifying all
contiguous pitch angles for which f(Ei,αk) > fmin.

5. The set of all measurement points (Ei,ακ) where f(Ei,ακ) > fmin are attributed to the ring/shell. Note that
only contiguous points with f> fmin are included. If f falls below fmin in either an E⊥ or α search, that search
is terminated.

6. For each MPA distribution where we find S(Eb)> 0.7, we compile the following quantities (see Appendix A
for the details of the moment calculation):

a. nr = total density of the sum of all the ring beam elements of the identified ring/shell;
b. T⊥r = perpendicular temperature of the sum of all the ring beam elements of the identified ring/shell;
c. T||r = parallel temperature of the sum of all the ring beam elements of the identified ring/shell;
d. V||r = parallel bulk flow speed of the sum of all the ring beam elements of the identified ring/shell; and
e. Er = Eb = energy at which S(Eb) first exceeds 0.7.

Er is thus a measure of the ring/shell speed but is slightly lower than the peak f of the distribution.

Supplementing these ring/shell parameters, we also compile the relevant values from the production
moment calculation, namely, nlp, nhp, T⊥hp, and T||hp, where “lp” and “hp” correspond to the low-energy
(<100 eV) and high-energy (>100 eV) ion populations analyzed in the production calculation of moments
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(cf., Thomsen et al., 1999). The total density of the plasma is taken to be
the sum of the low- and high-energy populations, i.e., ntot = nlp + nhp.
Assuming charge neutrality, we take the total electron density to
be ne = ntot.

In addition to the plasma and ring/shell parameters, we need to esti-
mate the local magnetic field strength. As noted above, the spacecraft
carrying MPA instruments do not carry magnetometers. Therefore, for
the present purposes we simply approximate the field as a dipole, taking
the local field strength at geosynchronous orbit to have a constant value
of B = 1.22 × 10�3 G. We have explored the effect of using a local
time-dependent field strength such as used by Gary et al. (1994), but
we find that it makes very little difference to the results described below.
The largest differences of course occur on the nightside, where the value
of B is typically below the assumed dipole value, but as found in our
earlier study (Thomsen et al., 2011), ion distributions with positive phase
space density slopes above our threshold are dominantly seen on the
dayside, so the effect of the common nightside field depression is not
strongly reflected in our results. With this approximation to the
magnetic field strength, we can then estimate the local Alfvén speed,
vA = sqrt(B2/4πnemp); the corresponding Alfvén energy, EA = 0.5mpvA

2;
and the ring/shell parallel beta, β||r = 8πnrT||r/B

2.

Of the 3.3 × 105 pitch angle distributions available from LANL-02A mea-
surements during 2003, we find 41,374 spectra with S(Eb)> 0.7. Of these,
the requirement of a robust anisotropy (T⊥hp/T||hp > 1.1), as discussed
above, reduces the available data to 32,577 individual 10 s distributions,
approximately 10% of all the measurements in the year.

4. Results

To compare with our earlier results (Thomsen et al., 2011), we examined
the local time, Kp, and energy dependence of the occurrence of
ring/shell distributions (not shown here). Because of the significantly
smaller amount of data and because of the imposition of a higher slope
threshold, the statistics for the present data set are of course worse than
those in the earlier study, but these data do reproduce the occurrence

dependences found before, namely, that the occurrence rate of ring/shell distributions maximizes in the pre-
noon to postdusk sector, covering a broader LT range at lower Kp, and extending to earlier local times at
higher energies.

Figure 2 summarizes the local time dependence of some of the derived beam properties: (a) the density of
the ring/shell distribution relative to the total electron density (as estimated above), (b) the ring/shell energy
relative to the local Alfvén energy, and (c) the ring/shell temperature anisotropy, T⊥r/T||r. The events with low
Er/EA and large nr/ne near midnight turn out to be due to negative spacecraft charging events in which low-
energy ambient ions are accelerated through the potential drop and arrive at the spacecraft with peak counts
at energies above 1 keV. Our search for positive slopes in the distribution therefore falsely identifies such
conditions as ring/shell distributions. We avoid these spurious events by restricting further attention to local
times between 1 and 23 LT, where the great majority of the true ring/shell distributions are found. The exis-
tence of a few points in Figure 2a that are larger than 1 is due to the fact that, as mentioned above, the choice
of a value η that is large enough to smooth out the lumpiness of the multiple-ring approximation to the
observed distribution can also result in few tens of percent overestimate in the total ring/shell density.

Statistical analysis of the remaining events shows that the 5–95 percentile range for Er/EA is 0.26–8.4, corre-
sponding to a range of vr/vA of 0.23 to 2.8. As mentioned above, significant growth of the ion Bernstein
instability generally only occurs within the approximate range 0.5 < vr/vA < 2 (Chen et al., 2010). Thus, a

Figure 2. Local time dependence of properties computed for 32,577 indivi-
dual 10 s ion distributions that exhibited a robust positive slope in the
phase space density in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field: (a)
total ring/shell density, normalized to the total plasma density; (b) ring/shell
energy (at which the positive slope occurs), normalized to the estimated
Alfvén energy; and (c) perpendicular-to-parallel temperature ratio of the
ring/shell distribution.
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large fraction of the ring/shell distributions we identify are suitably within the range for driving the instability.
Similarly, the 5–95 percentile range of T⊥r/T||r (Figure 2c) is 1.24–11.1, which is a suitable anisotropy to drive
the Alfvén cyclotron instability. Thus, many of the distributions we have identified would appear to be within
the parameter region where both instabilities may be playing a role in the evolution of the distribution, as
suggested by Min and Liu (2016) and Min et al. (2016).

Figure 3a explores the relationship between the ring/shell temperature anisotropy and the parallel beta of
the ring/shell distribution, which has been shown previously to provide a key signature of the operation of
the Alfvén cyclotron instability (e.g., Gary et al., 1994, 1997; Gary & Lee, 1994). As shown by linear theory,
hybrid numerical simulations, and magnetospheric observations in those and other papers, wave-particle
scattering in the fluctuating fields of the instability leads to an upper limit of the temperature anisotropy
of the form

T⊥p
T∥p

� 1 ¼ Cp

βαp∥p
(6)

where Cp and αp are empirically determined constants. Such a limit may be taken as diagnostic of the opera-
tion of the Alfvén cyclotron instability, and it is clear from Figure 3a that the distributions in our ring/shell data
set do indeed exhibit just such an upper limit. For these data, the exponent for the β||r dependence is ~0.74,

Figure 3. (a) Observed temperature anisotropy of each ring/shell distribution, plotted as a function of the estimated
parallel beta of the distribution. There is a clear upper cutoff to the points in this representation that is roughly a power
law in β||r, with an exponent ~0.74 and a multiplicative constant of 0.451. (b) Same plot for a select set of clean, persistent
ring/shell distributions. The black circle, white circle, and black triangle correspond to the individual pitch angle distribu-
tions illustrated in Figures 8b–8d, respectively.

Figure 4. (a) Local time dependence of the anisotropy (T⊥r/T||r � 1), normalized to the limiting value Amax = 0.451/β||r
0.74.

(b) Occurrence probability distribution of the normalized anisotropy for two different local time sectors (9–10 LT and 14–15
LT). The afternoon sector tends to have more events with anisotropies approaching the limiting value Amax.
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with a possible tendency toward smaller values at lower values of β||r
(the solid and dashed lines in the figure illustrate exponents of
0.74 and 0.44). In both hybrid numerical simulations and Active
Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/CCE magnetosheath observa-
tions, Gary et al. (1997) found the exponent αp in equation (6) to be in
the range of ~0.4–0.5, with higher values (~0.7–0.8) at larger β||p (above
~2). While the exponent suggested by Figure 3a (~0.74) is larger than
earlier work found in this range of β||, it is within the range of values
found at higher β|| in both numerical simulations and spacecraft obser-
vations. Since previous work did not provide a physical explanation for
the exact value of the exponent, we simply conclude that the very exis-
tence of the upper limit to the anisotropy shown in Figure 3a is strongly
suggestive that the Alfvén cyclotron instability is at times driven by the
ring/shell distributions we have identified, supporting the suggestion of
Min and Liu (2016) and Min et al. (2016).

In equation (6), the constant Cp was found empirically from the simula-
tions and observations in the magnetosheath to be ~1. We can estimate
the corresponding constant for the data shown in Figure 3a by calculat-
ing the quantity

R ¼ β0:74∥r � T⊥r=T∥r � 1ð Þ (7)

and then identifying Cr as the value of R below which 99% of the mea-
surement points lie. With this prescription we find that the anisotropy
upper limit for the data in Figure 3a is expressed as

Amax ¼ T⊥r
T∥r

� 1

� �
max

¼ Cr

βαr∥r
(8)

with (αr,Cr) = (0.74, 0.451). The curve labeled “0.74” in Figure 3a is a plot
of Amax(β||r) with these parameters. For comparison, the curve labeled
“0.44” is drawn for (αr,Cr) = (0.44, 1.84). With αr = 0.74 and Cr = 0.451,
we find that 82% of the points in Figure 3a have A< 0.5Amax, suggesting
that the ring/shell anisotropy is not often strong enough to drive the AC
instability; thus, it appears that the distributions we have identified are
most frequently more shell-like than ring-like, in agreement with the
conclusion of Min et al. (2016).

Figure 4a explores the local time dependence of the ring/shell aniso-
tropy, relative to its maximum value (equation (8)). By construction, only
1% of the events have values of A/Amax > 1. Moreover, in the prenoon
sector (6 < LT < 12), none of the anisotropy values seem to approach
the maximum, suggesting that the ring/shell distributions seen in this
region are not very ring-like. After noon there is a slightly larger fraction
of events that push up against the upper limit, suggesting that it is here

where the AC instability may at times be operating. This local time asymmetry is illustrated in Figure 4b,
which compares the occurrence distributions of A/Amax from prenoon and postnoon intervals of 9–10 LT
and 14–15 LT, respectively. While the difference is not large, it is clear that a larger fraction of the events
approach the upper limit (A/Amax = 1) in the afternoon than in the prenoon sector. (The occurrence distribu-
tions simply plot the percentage of events that have A/Amax less than a given value, as a function of the value
of A/Amax.)

The full set of events included in Figures 2–4 exhibit considerable scatter, and to make sure that the behavior
we have described above is not an artifact of our automated selection process, we have obtained a very clean
subset of the events by examining by eye the first 100 days of 2003 and identifying events with persistent
and coherent determinations of the ring energy Er. To avoid intervals of spacecraft charging, we have

Figure 5. Selected properties of 86 ring/shell events identified by eye as hav-
ing persistent and coherent determinations of the ring energy Er. (a) Local
time range of each event; (b) number of individual spectra (10 s spectrum
every 86 s) in each event; (c) ring/shell density, normalized to the total
plasma density; (d) ring energy, normalized to the Alfvén energy; (e) ring/
shell temperature ratio; and (f) temperature anisotropy, normalized to the
upper limit value determined from the full data set, Amax = 0.451/β||r

0.74.
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further restricted the selection to local times between 4 and 20 (earlier work with the MPA data set has shown
that very few charging events are observed in this LT interval (Thomsen et al., 2013)).

Figure 5 presents compiled parameters for the 86 events identified by this manual process. The ranges of the
parameters nr/ne, Er/EA, T⊥r/T||r, and A/Amax in this subset are quite representative of the full data set (cf.,
Figure 2). Figure 3b shows the distribution of anisotropy versus β||r of the select events for comparison with
the full set shown in Figure 3a. The upper limit anisotropy found for the full data set also appears to apply to
the select events.

As shown by Figure 5b, most of the specially selected events persisted for upwards of 30 samples (>45 min).
They therefore provide the opportunity to examine the temporal evolution of the observed ring/shell distri-
butions. Accordingly, for each of the 86 events, the time of the first identified ring/shell distribution has been
found and denoted t0. Figure 6 shows a superposed-epoch analysis of the 86 events, keyed to t0 as the zero
epoch. Figure 6 (left column) includes the full set of 86 events, while Figure 6 (middle and right columns)show
just the events that begin before or after local noon, respectively. The prenoon and postnoon events are ana-
lyzed separately in order to see if there are any differences between ring/shell distributions most likely
formed by losses during drift (primarily seen before noon, as mentioned above) and those most likely formed
by energy-dependent drifts of newly injected ions (primarily seen postnoon).

The black symbols in each panel in Figure 6 show the individual measurements, and the red symbols show
the mean values of the superposed parameters in 0.01 day bins in epoch time. The red error bars show the
standard deviations in each of the bins. For these plots, the ring/shell density and perpendicular and
parallel temperatures are all normalized to the values they had at t0, denoted with the subscript “0.”

The most prominent feature of the evolution of the ring/shell distributions is the tendency for the ring
energy, Er, to decrease with epoch time, both prenoon and postnoon (Figures 6a, 6h, and 6o). This decrease
is consistent with both the energy-dependent drift dispersion expected for substorm-injected ions and with
the time (or local time) dependence of the deep ionminimum in the dayside ion distributions associated with
strong losses during drifts deep into the near-Earth region. Similarly, the tendency for the ring/shell density to
increase during the first hour or so of the events (Figures 6b, 6i, and 6p) is consistent with the inclusion of
more of the hot-ion population as the cutoff energy decreases.

Figure 6. (a–u) Superposed-epoch analysis of various parameters measured during the 86 specially selected ring/shell
intervals presented in Figure 5. The zero-epoch time is the time of the first spectrum in each interval that satisfies the
ring/shell positive slope criterion. The left column contains all the events, while the middle column contains those that
begin prior to noon local time, and the right column contains those that begin after noon local time. The red symbols
indicate the means and standard deviations of the individual measurements in 0.01 day bins. The red lines in Figures 6c, 6j,
and 6q bracket the range 0.25 < Er/EA < 4, over which the ion Bernstein instability may potentially occur.
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The third set of panels (Figures 6c, 6j, and 6q) shows the ratio of the ring
energy to the Alfvén energy, with the horizontal red lines demarcating
the region between 0.25 and 4.0, the range within which significant fast
magnetosonic wave growth is potentially possible (Chen et al., 2010). As
seen in these panels, there appear to be two different populations in our
data set: One that generally lies well within this range and another with
values substantially above 4. We attribute the latter to ring/shell distri-
butions that overlap the outer plasmasphere at geosynchronous orbit,
where the Alfvén speed is reduced by the large cold plasma density,
resulting in large ratios of Er/EA.

The behavior of the perpendicular temperature follows that of the ring
energy, decreasing with time as lower energy particles arrive or as the
energy of the deep ion minimum drops with local time (Figures 6d, 6k,
and 6r). There is no clear trend in the parallel temperature (Figures 6e,
6l, and 6s), and there is a much broader scatter than in the perpendicular
temperature (note the difference in scales in the two panels). There may
be a slight tendency for the anisotropy to decrease initially, but it is far
from clear in either the prenoon or postnoon events (Figures 6f, 6m,
and 6t). On the other hand, the ratio of the anisotropy to the maximum
value determined above, A/Amax, does clearly tend to drop further
below 1 as epoch time increases (Figures 6g, 6n, and 6u), but compari-
son of Figures 6n and 6u shows that it is largely the postnoon events
that show this tendency. The fact that the ring/shell anisotropy only
pushed up near the maximum allowed value after local noon was noted
above in Figure 4 for the full data set.

The decrease in A/Amax in the afternoon sector suggests that only the
leading edge of an injection may be unstable to the Alfvén cyclotron
instability, with the population arriving later having a more shell-like
character. Moreover, the absence of such a tendency in the prenoon
events suggests that the AC instability does not play much of a role in
regulating the anisotropy of the plasma sheet ions that successfully drift
out through the dayside magnetosphere at energies just above those
where significant drift losses occur.

To illustrate the general behavior for likely substorm-injected ring/shell
ions with a specific case study, Figure 7 presents the observations from
one of the intervals identified in the manually selected events, from 8
January 2003 (see also Figure 1), when the spacecraft was moving from
noon to dusk. The zero epoch time t0 for this event was 0930 UT, when
the spacecraft was at a local time of 14.1 LT. This is the first substorm
injection event identified in Figure 1. Figure 7a shows the color-coded
ion energy flux as a function of energy and time through the event.

The injected ions that form the identified ring/shell distribution can be seen arriving around 0930 UT, and
the energy of this population progressively declines over the course of the next 2 h. Figure 7b shows the
identified ring/shell energy Er and the computed perpendicular and parallel temperatures. As expected,
the T⊥r follows Er quite closely, and both decline with time. The computed ring/shell density increases initi-
ally (Figure 7c), then declines toward the end of the interval. The anisotropy (Figure 7d) is initially rather
high, declines through the event, and then increases again near the end. Figure 7e shows the computed
Amax (equation (8)), which tracks the inverse of the parallel temperature (Figure 7b). As seen in the
superposed-epoch study, the ratio A/Amax is initially near 1 but gradually declines through the event.
Finally, the ratio of the ring/shell energy to the estimated local Alfvén energy declines progressively through
the event from slightly greater than 1 to somewhat less than 1, well within the range required for the ion
Bernstein instability.

Figure 7. Case study of one of the 86 selected ring/shell events in Figure 5.
(a) Energy-time spectrogram of ion energy-flux; (b) identified ring/shell
energy (black squares) and ring/shell perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue)
temperatures; (c) ring/shell density; (d) temperature ratio; (e) estimated
upper limit anisotropy, Amax = 0.451/β||r

0.74; (f) ring/shell anisotropy nor-
malized to the limiting value; and (g) ring/shell energy normalized to the
estimated Alfvén energy. This event, observed on 8 January 2003, is the
energy-dispersed, substorm-injected ion distribution identified in Figure 1.
The onset was at ~0930 UT, at a local time ~14 LT, and it persisted with
declining Er for ~2.5 h. Er/EA was within the ion Bernstein zone of 0.25–4
for the entire event, and for the first half of the event the normalized
anisotropy approached 1, suggesting the operation of the Alfvén cyclotron
instability as well.
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Figure 8 shows the full energy/pitch angle distributions for three selected spectra during the interval in
Figure 7 (for clarity, we display only the phase space density values corresponding to the identified
ring/shell distribution). Figure 8a reproduces the ion energy-flux spectrogram from Figure 7a, with the red
dashed vertical lines indicating the times at which the three spectra in the bottom row were observed.
The distribution in Figure 8b, from near the zero epoch time of the event, is very ring-like, i.e., strongly con-
fined to near 90° pitch angle, consistent with the large initial value of T⊥r/T||r seen in Figure 7d. With A/Amax

near 1 (Figure 7f and black filled circle in Figure 3b), it appears that the anisotropy of this distribution has
been limited by action of the Alfvén cyclotron instability.

The distribution in Figure 8c was observed well after the onset of the event and shows a denser and very
shell-like distribution, extending over nearly the full range of pitch angle. Correspondingly, T⊥r/T||r
approached 1 during this interval (Figure 7d). While the maximum allowed anisotropy was lower at this time
(Figure 7e) because T||r had increased (Figure 7b), A/Amax had still dropped well below 1 (Figure 7f and white
filled circle in Figure 3b). Thus, by 1053 UT, the distribution was probably no longer driving the Alfvén
cyclotron instability.

The distribution in Figure 8d, observed near the end of the ring/shell event, again appears rather ring-like,
being concentrated near 90 pitch angle, and had a correspondingly large T⊥r/T||r. One might thus suspect it
to be AC-unstable; however, as seen in Figure 7e, Amax was larger compared to its earlier values (due to
the low value of T||r), so in fact A/Amax was well below 1 (Figure 7f and black triangle in Figure 3b), and the
AC instability was unlikely to be in play.

Figure 8. Energy/pitch angle distributions and calculated growth rates for three selected intervals within the ring/shell
event of Figure 7. (a) Ion energy-time spectrogram with the times of the individual spectra marked; (b) ring-like indivi-
dual spectrum observed at 0930 UT, early in the event; (c) shell-like spectrum observed at 1053 UT, in the middle of the
event; and (d) more ring-like distribution observed at 1141 UT, near the end of the event. (e–g) Growth rate of the Alfvén
cyclotron instability (normalized to the ion gyrofrequency) for the three spectra in Figures 8b–8d, plotted as a function
of wave normal angle (ψ) and wave number (kλp), where λp = c/ωpp. (h–j) Growth rate of the ion Bernstein instability for the
three spectra in Figures 8b–8d. The green dot in each growth rate panel marks the point of maximum growth rate.
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5. Summary and Discussion

An analysis of 1 year of geosynchronous plasma observations, using the same identification scheme
employed previously (Thomsen et al., 2011), but with a more stringent requirement on ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ near
v|| = 0, confirms that ring/shell-like ion distributions that can potentially give rise to the ion Bernstein instabil-
ity are quite common at geosynchronous orbit. The same LT-Kp dependence of the occurrence of such
distributions is also found.

We have introduced a new approach to characterizing the full observed energy/pitch angle distribution,
which involves treating each measurement point (Ei,αk) as a separate ring beam of the form of equation (2).
The observed distribution is then taken as the sum of the individual ring beams that are identified as “belong-
ing” to the ion population with the positive ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥. This approach not only enables a high-fidelity repre-
sentation of the observations that can be analytically integrated to form moments of the ring/shell
distribution but it also enables the stability of the distribution to be assessed with a linear dispersion solver
developed by Min and Liu (2015).

MPA measurements provide only the energy-per-charge of incident ions, and all of the calculated moments
of the ring/shell distributions, as well as the total density of the full distribution, assume that all the ions are
protons. In reality, composition-capable measurements show that the heavy-ion contribution to magneto-
spheric fluxes varies appreciably with L, LT, and Kp, and heavy ions may dominate the fluxes above 10 keV
under some circumstances (e.g., Fernandes et al., 2017; Ferradas et al., 2016). However, at geosynchronous
orbit, at the relatively low values of Kp that favor the production of ring/shell distributions (e.g., Thomsen
et al., 2011), protons are typically the dominant species at the energies of interest (e.g., Fernandes et al.,
2017). It would be of interest to repeat elements of this study with composition data and actual magnetic
field measurements (e.g., with data from the Van Allen Probes), to see what quantitative effect the actual
composition has.

With the moments of the identified ring/shell distributions computed as described in the Appendix A, and
with the magnetic field approximated as a dipole, other properties of the identified ring/shell distributions
can be analyzed statistically. In particular, for a large fraction of the ring/shell distributions identified here,
the ratio of the ring/shell speed to the local Alfvén speed is within the range of 0.5–2 that has previously been
determined as conducive to the ion Bernstein instability (Chen et al., 2010).

Further, temperature anisotropies of these ring/shell distributions have been examined to explore whether or
not such distributions might also drive the Alfvén cyclotron instability as well as the IB instability, as sug-
gested by Min and Liu (2016) and Min et al. (2016). When plotted as a function of the parallel beta of the
ring/shell, β||r, the temperature anisotropy (T⊥r/T||r � 1) is found to have a clear upper limit of the form

Amax ¼ T⊥r
T∥r

� 1

� �
max

¼ 0:451

β0:74∥r

(9)

In previous work, such a β-dependent upper limit to the anisotropy has been found to be diagnostic of the
operation of the Alfvén cyclotron instability (e.g., Gary et al., 1994). Thus, it appears that the AC instability does
play a role in modulating the anisotropy of the ring/shell distributions at geosynchronous orbit. Earlier work
based on theoretical arguments, numerical simulations, and satellite data suggested that the exponent of β||
in equation (9) is more typically of the order 0.4–0.5 in the range of β|| covered here; however, those studies
did find exponents trending to higher values (~0.7–0.8) at higher values of β||, and at this point it is not clear
what physically determines this exponent. We leave this as a question for future study.

While clear evidence has been presented that the AC instability is probably limiting the temperature aniso-
tropy of ring/shell distributions at geosynchronous orbit, most of the measured anisotropies are well below
the upper limit (Figure 4). Thus, it appears that the AC instability is not very often driven by the ring/shell
distributions, suggesting that they are typically more shell-like than ring-like. However, we also find that
A/Amax can be well below 1 even for very ring-like distributions (T⊥r> > T||r) because Amax depends inversely
on T||r (equation (9)).

Events with A/Amax near 1, which suggest the action of the AC instability, are generally found only after local
noon, where ring/shell distributions are most likely produced by energy-dispersed ions injected on the night
side during substorms. In the prenoon region, where ring/shell distributions are most likely produced by the
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deep ion minimum attributable to strong charge-exchange losses during ion drift through the dense near-
Earth exosphere, there is little evidence that the AC instability is playing a role in limiting the anisotropy of
the drifting ions. Thus, the AC instability appears to be primarily a consequence of dispersive drifts of
substorm-injected ions. It should be emphasized, however, that this conclusion applies only to distributions
first identified as ring/shell type. We have not examined the more general occurrence probability of AC-
unstable distributions that do not satisfy the ring/shell requirement of (∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0). An analysis of the
occurrence of EMIC waves themselves (Saikin et al., 2016) reveals a fairly strong dayside preference, with pre-
noon occurrence dominating during times of low AE and a stronger afternoon occurrence during disturbed
times of high AE. It seems probable that the multiple injections that occur during disturbed times would tend
to overlap in the afternoon sector, reducing the probability of finding IB-unstable distributions but not redu-
cing the activity of the AC instability. This would explain the finding here and previously that IB-unstable dis-
tributions exist primarily during quieter intervals.

The prenoon/postnoon difference in A/Amax is also observed in superposed-epoch analyses of a subset of 86
ring/shell distributions that have been selected for persistent and coherent identified values of the ring
energy. With the zero epoch for each persistent event taken to be the observation time of the first distribu-
tion that met the positive-slope condition, a clear decline in A/Amax from values near 1 to values well below 1
is seen, but only postnoon. In addition to this local time-dependent behavior of A/Amax, the most prominent
variations with epoch time are a decline of the ring energy Er, a decline of the perpendicular ring temperature
T⊥r (which is of course related to Er), and a slight increase in the ring density nr. None of these latter three var-
iations appear to depend on the local time sector and indeed are expected for both formationmechanisms of
ring/shell distributions.

A case study of one persistent postnoon event illustrates the behavior suggested by the superposed-epoch
analysis. The event is an energy-dispersed ion injection from an earlier substorm on the nightside of the mag-
netosphere. As also seen in the superposed-epoch analysis of postnoon events, this event began with a
strong temperature anisotropy, perhaps due to the pitch angle dependence of gradient and curvature drifts
of the injected particles: The azimuthal drift speed of such particles consists of an electric field drift common
to all particles, plus a magnetic drift that is proportional to ~(0.7 + 0.3 sinαeq)E, where E is the energy of the
particle and αeq its equatorial pitch angle (e.g., Hamlin et al., 1961). Early in the event the particles that arrive
first are thus those with larger energies and pitch angles close to 90° (Figure 8b). Later, lower energy particles
begin to arrive, along with particles with smaller pitch angles, and the ring/shell distribution evolves from a
very ring-like shape to a much more shell-like shape (Figure 8c). It is not clear why the distribution returns to
ring-like near the end of the event (Figure 8d), but by then Amax has evolved to larger values so that only the
leading edge of the event exhibits A/Amax values near 1.

Figures 8e–8g show the color-coded Alfvén cyclotron growth rate (normalized to the proton gyrofrequency)
for the same three spectra, calculated using the multi ring beam dispersion solver of Min and Liu (2015) with
the observed distributions providing the ring beam properties, as described in section 3. Figures 8h–8j
similarly show the calculated ion Bernstein growth rate. The maximum γ/ωcp for the AC instability in
Figures 8e–8g is (0.065, 0.0086, 0.024), confirming the qualitative inference based on A/Amax. It appears that
the evolution of the pitch angle distribution results in the leading edge of drifting injections most strongly
driving the AC instability.

Similarly, Figures 8h–8j show the calculated ion Bernstein growth rate for the three spectra. All three distribu-
tions show very strong calculated growth. The maximum values of γ/ωcp for the IB instability in Figures 8h–8j
are (0.31, 0.33, 0.45), consistent with the fact that throughout the entire event the ratio of the ring/shell
energy to the Alfvén energy stayed well within the range 0.25–4 for operation of the IB instability (Chen
et al., 2010). The very large calculated IB growth rates compared to the AC values suggest that at saturation
the magnetosonic waves driven by these distributions may dominate the wave spectra. Therefore, while we
confirm the original conjecture of Min and Liu (2016) and Min et al. (2016) that ring-like ion distributions in
the magnetosphere may give rise to both EMIC and fast magnetosonic waves, significant contributions from
the AC instability may largely be limited primarily to the leading edge of substorm-injected ion populations.
This finding thus confirms the conclusion reached by Min et al. (2016).

The trend noted above for Er/EA to decline over the course of an event is clearly seen in this event
(Figure 7g). A decline in Er/EA over the course of an event suggests a corresponding shift in the
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unstable IB wave frequency from lower harmonics to higher harmonics (Chen et al., 2010). This shift can
indeed be seen in Figures 8h–8j, which show a progressive increase in kλp at peak growth (green dots)
over the course of the event.

6. Conclusions

Observational evidence for the probable operation of both the ion Bernstein instability and the Alfvén cyclo-
tron instability at geosynchronous orbit exists in the form of ring/shell-like ion distributions commonly found
in both the prenoon and postnoon regions of the magnetosphere. A new approach to high-fidelity represen-
tation of the observed ring/shell distribution functions in a form readily suited to both analytical moment
calculation and linear dispersion analysis has been presented.

The resulting data set of events with robust ∂fp(v⊥)/∂v⊥ > 0 near v|| = 0 shows that the ring/shell anisotropy
has a clear upper limit that depends on the parallel beta of the ring/shell (β||r) in a manner that is diagnostic of
the operation of the AC instability. This upper limit is only reached in the postnoon events, which are primar-
ily produced by the energy- and pitch angle-dependent magnetic drifts of substorm-injected ions. Further, it
is only in the leading edge of such injections, where the distribution is strongly ring-like, that the AC instabil-
ity appears to be operating. By contrast, the ratio of the ring energy to the Alfvén energy remains well within
the range 0.25–4.0 suitable for IB instability (Chen et al., 2010) throughout essentially all of the events, both
prenoon and postnoon, except those that occur in denser cold plasma of the outer plasmasphere.

We therefore conclude that at geosynchronous orbit, ring/shell distributions that fall within the IB-unstable
range 0.25< Er/EA< 4.0 are quite common. Such distributions are also subject to the AC instability, although
that instability is probably primarily driven by the highly ring-like distributions at the leading edge of
substorm-injected ions in the afternoon sector.

Appendix A: Ring Beam Moments

As described above, the data analysis procedure employed here treats an observed ion ring/shell distribution
as the sum of a number of ring beams with individual phase space density functions specified as in
equation (2), reproduced here for completeness:

f j v⊥; v∥ð Þ ¼ nj
π3=2θ∥jθ2⊥jCj

e� v∥�vdjð Þ2=θ2∥j e� v⊥�vrjð Þ2=θ2⊥j (A:1)

where

Cj ¼ e�v2rj=θ
2
⊥j þ ffiffiffi

π
p vrj

θ⊥j

� �
1þ erf

vrj
θ⊥j

� �� �
(A:2)

The phase space density measured at each instrument measurement point specifies one such ring beam,
each of which corresponds to a gyrotropic distribution moving with an average velocity vdj parallel to the
magnetic field direction. The parameters vdj, vrj, θ⊥j, and θ||j are specified from the observations according
to equations (4a) and (4b) and (5) above.

The total density of a ring/shell distribution composed of N such ring beam s is

nr ¼
XN
j¼1

nj (A:3)

The average parallel velocity of the total ring/shell distribution is

V∥r ¼ 1
nr

XN
j¼1

njvdj (A:4)

For the ring/shell distributions identified in MPA data for this study, the average parallel velocity is generally
consistent with zero, as expected for particles trapped within the geomagnetic field, but we nonetheless
carry it throughout the following calculations.
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The parallel and perpendicular temperatures of the full ring/shell distribution are (Min et al., 2016;
equation (3); taking into account the net parallel flow velocity):

T∥ ¼ m
nr
∫ v∥ � V∥ð Þ2

XN
j¼1

f j v⊥; v∥ð Þ
" #

d3v (A:5)

T⊥ ¼ m
2nr
∫v⊥2

XN
j¼1

f j v⊥; v∥ð Þ
" #

d3v (A:6)

where we have assumed only a single species, so mj = m.

Interchanging the integration and summation, equations (A.5) and A.(6)) become
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(A:7)

T⊥ ¼ 2πm
2nr

XN
j¼1

Aj ∫
∞

�∞

e� v∥�vdjð Þ2=θ2∥j dv∥ ∫
∞

0

v3⊥e
� v⊥�vrjð Þ2=θ2⊥j dv⊥

2
4

3
5 (A:8)

where.

Aj ¼ nj
π3=2θ∥jθ2⊥jCj:

We need the following five integrals:

I1 ¼ ∫
∞

�∞

x2e� x�að Þ2=b2dx ¼
ffiffiffi
π

p
2

b3 þ 2a2b
� �

I2 ¼ ∫
∞

�∞

xe� x�að Þ2=b2dx ¼ ab
ffiffiffi
π

p

I3 ¼ ∫
∞

�∞

e� x�að Þ2=b2dx ¼ b
ffiffiffi
π

p

I4 ¼ ∫
∞

0

xe� x�að Þ2=b2dx

¼ ab
ffiffiffi
π

p
2

1þ erf
a
b

	 
h i
þ b2

2
e�a2=b2

I5 ¼ ∫
∞

0

x3e� x�að Þ2=b2dx

¼ ab
ffiffiffi
π

p
4

2a2 þ 3b2
� �

1þ erf
a
b

	 
h i
þ b2

2
a2 þ b2
� �

e�a2=b2
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With these integrals, equations (A.7) and A.(8) become

T∥ ¼ 2πm
nr

XN
j¼1

nj
π3=2θ∥jθ2⊥jCj

ffiffiffi
π

p
2

θ3∥j þ 2v2djθ∥j
	 


� 2V∥rvdjθ∥j
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π

p þ V2
∥rθ∥j
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π

p� �

� vrjθ⊥j
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π

p
2

1þ erf
vrj
θ⊥j

� �� �
þ θ2⊥j

2
e�v2rj=θ

2
⊥j

( )

¼ 2πm
nr
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nj
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�
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π

p
2
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π

p þ V2
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π

p� �
� θ

2
⊥j

2
Cj

¼ m
nr

XN
j¼1

nj
θ2∥j
2

þ vdj � V∥r
� �2" #

(A:9)

and

T⊥ ¼ πm
nr

XN
j¼1

nrj
π3=2θ∥jθ2⊥jCj

θ∥j
ffiffiffi
π

p� � θ2⊥j
2

 !

�
ffiffiffi
π

p
2

vrj
θ⊥j

2v2rj þ θ2⊥j
	 


1þ erf
vrj
θ⊥j

� �� �
þ v2rj þ θ2⊥j
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2
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� �
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nr

XN
j¼1

nj
2Cj

v2rjCj þ 3
2
θ2⊥j Cj � 1

3
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2
⊥j

� �� �

¼ m
nr
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j¼1

nj
2

v2rj þ
3
2
θ2⊥j 1� 1

3Cj
e�v2rj=θ

2
⊥j

� �� �
(A:10)

To validate these expressions, we have used them to calculate the anisotropies of all of the two-component
proton distributions presented in Table 1 of Min et al. (2016). We have applied equations (A.9) and (A.10) to
the sets of 12 ring beams that approximate each of the partial shell distributions (cf., equations (1) and (4a)
and (4b)) (Min et al., 2016) listed in that table. The resulting computed anisotropies T⊥/T|| agree exactly with
the anisotropy values listed in the table, which were calculated from the partial shell distributions in that
study (equation (1)) (Min et al., 2016).
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